Neurologic prognosis after out-of-hospital cardiac arrest has important implications for delivery of intensive care, with the aim to assure the best opportunities for recovery without prolonging futile treatment. The prognostic value of several neurologic signs has already been assessed in previous studies \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. A too short period of full active treatment is, however, frequently reported as a possible important limitation of many study designs.

We investigated in a retrospective study outcome predictors for post-anoxic coma; all patients had homogeneous and complete treatment for at least 7 days. Only patients aged 18-80 years, admitted with post-anoxic coma without concomitant neurologic disorders, and who survived at least 24 h were included. At a follow up examination 6 months or more after ICU admission, the 23 patients were assigned to three outcome groups; almost complete neurologic recovery (A); moderate-severe disability (B); dead without regaining consciousness-vegetative state (C). In this analysis the outcome groups A (six patients) and B (five patients) are considered together and compared to patients of group C (12 patients).

Routinely performed neurologic tests, known to be potential outcome predictors were collected at four different times: at 6 h after successful CPR (T0), at 24 h (T1), on the 3rd day (T2) and on the 7th day (T3). Sensitivity and specificity of each test in predicting a good outcome and total correct classifications (TCC = efficiency of prediction) are reported in the table.

Consistent with the results of previous investigations \[[@B1]\] our results show that: (i) it is mostly impossible to state a correct prognosis from a very early evaluation (T0); (ii) data reported at 72 h support the prognosis obtained at 24 h without adding any new information. The single best predictor of good outcome is motor response to pain, also GCS \> 4 is a good predictor, but with lower specificity. Conversely the persistence of seizures is associated in all cases with poor prognosis.

The prolonged intensive care support delivered also to patients with apparent poor prognosis in the first days allows to partially overcome the frequent criticism that early withdrawal of treatment results in a self-fulfilling prophesy of poor outcome. In fact, at day 7 patients with better prognosis have been already clearly identified, while in C-patients, in spite of some CNS functions improvement (respiration, brain stem reflexes), the outcome remained the same as earlier predicted.

                           T0    T1    T2    T3
  ------------------------ ----- ----- ----- -----
  GCS \> 4                                   
   TCC (%)                 69    78    78    82
   Sensitivity (%)         73    100   100   100
   Specificity (%)         67    58    58    64
  Motor response to pain                     
   TCC (%)                 60    87    78    77
   Sensitivity (%)         56    100   100   100
   Specificity (%)         64    75    58    55
  Spontaneous motility                       
   TCC (%)                 61    83    83    83
   Sensitivity (%)         45    73    91    100
   Specificity (%)         75    92    75    67
  Seizures                                   
   TCC (%)                 59    83    74    83
   Sensitivity (%)         30    0     0     0
   Specificity (%)         50    67    50    67
  Cranial nerve reflexes                     
   TCC (%)                 75    62    61    57
   Sensitivity (%)         100   90    100   100
   Specificity (%)         44    30    25    10
